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Impaired memory-guided attention 
in asymptomatic APOE4 carriers
Jacqueline Zimmermann1, Claude Alain1 & Chris Butler  2

Attention and memory may be impaired in individuals at-risk for Alzheimer’s disease (AD), though 
standard cognitive assessments typically study the two in parallel. In reality, attention and memory 
interact to facilitate information processing, and thus a more integrative approach is required. Here, 
we used a novel auditory paradigm to assess how long-term memory for auditory scenes facilitates 
detection of an auditory target in asymptomatic carriers of Apolipoprotein E4 (APOE4), the principle 
risk gene for late-onset AD. We tested 60 healthy middle-aged adults with varying doses of APOE4 - 20 
APOE4 homozygotes (E4/E4), 20 heterozygotes (E3/E4) and 20 non-carriers (E3/E3) - to determine 
effect on memory-guided attention. While explicit memory was unaffected by genotype, APOE4 dose 
significantly impaired memory-guided attention. A relationship between explicit memory and memory-
guided attention was observed in non-carriers, but this correlation was not significant in E3/E4 and E4/
E4 carriers, suggesting that APOE4 carriers rely less on explicit memory to facilitate attention. Since 
memory-guided attention declined with age in APOE4 homozygotes, this impairment may reflect 
early disease rather than being a life-long trait. In sum, asymptomatic individuals at increased genetic 
risk of AD show an age-dependent decline in attention-memory interaction when memory alone is not 
impaired.

APOE, the gene encoding Apolipoprotein E, is the strongest marker of genetic susceptibility for late-onset 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD)1. The APOE4 allele is related to AD in a gene-dose dependent manner, with heterozy-
gous E3/E4 carriers and homozygous E4/E4 carriers respectively having a 2–3 fold and 10–12 fold increased 
risk of disease1. APOE4 is implicated in the early accumulation of AD pathology in the brain, many years prior 
to the clinical onset of dementia2. However, evidence from meta-analyses suggests that the influence of APOE4 
genotype upon cognitive function in healthy older adults is relatively small3,4. In middle-aged adults, when AD 
pathology may be at its very earliest stages, the data are equivocal5,6.

It is well known that accumulation of beta-amyloid in the hippocampus, which is an episodic memory hub7,8, 
occurs years before neurodegeneration and clinically detectable memory decline2. Increased beta-amyloid aggre-
gation is also observed in early AD in the superior and posterior parietal cortex2,9–11, areas which are part of a 
network involved in orienting attention towards a stimulus or its memory representation12–14.

Episodic memory impairment, which is closely associated with hippocampal pathology15, is one of the 
first symptoms of AD and has been reported in healthy older APOE4 carriers using a variety of tasks and par-
adigms16–18. Long-term memory specifically is impaired for object locations in older E4/E4 carriers, whereas 
short-term memory for object locations is often intact or superior in this group19. Deficits in selective atten-
tion accompany memory impairment in early AD20,21, and have been related to beta-amyloid aggregation in the 
fronto-parietal attention network22–24.

In the majority of empirical research to date, and particularly in AD research, attention and memory have 
been tested separately. Yet real-world cognition involves constant interaction between memory and attention. 
Research using healthy individuals shows that attentional allocation is guided by prior experience, including 
episodic memory. For instance, in contextual cueing studies, participants take advantage of familiar contexts 
to guide search for a visual target14,25–28. The posterior parietal cortex has direct anatomical connections to the 
hippocampus and coherent spontaneous activity is observed between these regions29. Memory-guided atten-
tion, where selection of targets is aided by long-term memory (LTM) for relevant contexts, appears to recruit a 
hippocampal-parietal network that modulates top-down attention and interacts with the fronto-parietal atten-
tional network involved in selective attention tasks23,30. Since early AD pathology targets both the hippocampus 
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and superior and posterior parietal cortex, important hubs for memory and attention respectively, it is plausible 
that tasks that require an interaction of memory and attention will capture early AD-related deficits better than 
simple memory and attention tasks alone.

In vision research, there is a handful of studies showing that contextual cueing is impaired in individuals 
with mild cognitive impairment31 and even in healthy older APOE4 carriers32. Non-carriers show greater benefit 
compared with APOE4 carriers in detecting a target within arrays when the spatial arrangement of distracters 
is repeated from previous trials, indicating that memory-guided attention may function differently in at-risk 
individuals that otherwise perform normally on standard cognitive tests. However, in the visual-cue research, 
significant differences in memory-guided attention between carriers and non-carriers were observed in an elderly 
cohort (Mcarriers = 78.5 years, Mnoncarriers = 74.5 years32). This research was also limited because deficits observed in 
elderly individuals carry less predictive value since the age group of interest for early detection of AD is likely to 
be late middle-age. Also, the results may have been confounded by the presence of non-AD neuropathology more 
prevalent in older age. Moreover, recent work testing visuospatial attention in middle-aged adults, between the 
ages of 45 and 55, has found no impairment at this age in APOE4 carriers33.

With the focus in memory and attention research thus far being on visual paradigms, auditory processing 
has been largely neglected. However, memory for non-verbal auditory information is known to be poorer than 
memory for visual or tactile information34. Recent evidence shows that higher-order auditory processing defi-
cits become evident in AD years before clinical symptoms arise, and that AD pathology affects brain regions 
implicated in processing auditory objects35. Notably, early AD patients show longitudinal decline in the ability to 
attend selectively to auditory information, and to recognize/interpret sounds, deficits that reflect impaired central 
auditory processing36 and auditory scene analysis37.

In simple listening conditions, individuals rely primarily on bottom-up factors such as attentional salience to 
extract intelligible signals from an auditory stream. As listening conditions become more demanding, individuals 
depend on working memory and LTM to fill in missing information38,39. This interaction of auditory memory and 
attention is highly relevant to speech processing and orientation within familiar auditory environments. Here, in 
a novel auditory paradigm, spatially informative audio-clips were used as LTM cues to facilitate detection of a 
faint and lateralized embedded auditory target. We analyzed performance of middle-aged asymptomatic APOE4 
homozygotes (E4/E4), APOE4 heterozygotes (E3/E4), and non-carriers (E3/E3), and showed that APOE4 gene 
impaired listeners’ ability to use LTM representations to steer auditory attention. Though the gene-dose effect was 
not significant, the data showed a trend towards auditory memory-guided impairment by gene-dose. The age of 
our sample (40–61 years of age) allowed us to examine changes in performance over two decades before expected 
age of onset of late-onset AD, for which APOE4 is a risk gene1.

Materials and Methods
paradigm overview. In the initial learning phase, participants learned to associate binaural auditory scenes 
(i.e., audio-clips) with the location of an embedded difficult-to-detect auditory target. While half the audio-clips 
contained a target, allowing a target-context association to be created in memory (memory condition), the other 
half of audio-clips were not paired with an auditory target (neutral condition), thus serving as a control condition. 
After a one hour delay, participants were presented with the same audio-clips, but now with all of them having 
a lateralized target tone, or an infrequent catch tone. While memory trials were associated with a specific spatial 
memory for the location of the target acquired during the learning task, the neutral trials were equally familiar 
from the learning task, but were not associated with a specific contextual spatial memory for the target. In a prior 
study, we showed that participants were more accurate and faster to detect the target on memory cue trials where 
the audio-clip and the target were combined during the learning phase, compared to neutral cue trials where no 
memory association existed and thus attention was divided between the left and right auditory fields40. The facil-
itating effect of the memory cue reflects memory-guided attention.

participants. The final sample consisted of 60 healthy participants between 40 and 61 years of age recruited 
through the Oxford Biobank, comprised three groups with varying APOE4 gene doses: E4/E4 (N = 20), E4/E3 
(N = 20), and E3/E3 (N = 20). One participant who had scored below the inclusion cut-off for screening with the 
Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination version 3 (ACE-III; cut-off <86/100) was excluded from the sample41. 
The mean age of the sample (51 years) was well below the mean age of symptom onset in APOE4 homozygotes 
(68 years) and heterozygotes (76 years)42. APOE2 carriers were not tested due to the relative infrequency of this 
allele1, and also to preclude potential confounding effects since the APOE2 genotype has been shown to be pro-
tective against AD in some studies43,44.

Participants selected from each genotype group were chosen randomly from the Oxford Biobank participant 
pool based on the age criteria set by the experimenters as well as the requirement for normal hearing and no his-
tory of major physical or psychological illness. Letters were mailed to all participants that fit the recruitment cri-
teria (E3/E3 N = 2621; E3/E4: N = 908; E4/E4 N = 107) by an independent administrator at the Oxford Biobank 
who was otherwise uninvolved in the project. Twenty interested participants from each genotype group were then 
randomly selected and contacted to participate in the experiment. Genetic results were not divulged to partici-
pants at any stage, nor to the experimenter before data collection was completed.

All participants provided informed consent prior to taking part in the study in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the South Central Oxford C Research Ethics Committee (08/
H0606/133). All collected data were anonymised and stored securely in accordance with the Data Protection Act 
1998.

It should be noted that the Oxford Biobank participant sample used in this experiment showed a higher level 
of education than that of the general UK population (M = 9.4 years; http://www.nationmaster.com/country-info/
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stats/Education/), even though education was matched across groups. However, the majority of research suggests 
that the effects of APOE4 and education on development of dementia are independent45,46.

All participants were right-handed, fluent in English, had no history of psychiatric, neurological, or other 
major illness and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing. Hearing was assessed using 
pure tone thresholds for octave frequencies ranging from 250 to 8000 Hz, with the criterion for normal hearing 
being thresholds lower than or equal to 25 decibels of Sound Pressure Level (dB SPL) and less than or equal to a 
15 dB SPL difference between the two ears at each octave frequency.

Groups were matched for age (F(2,57) = 0.576, p = 0.57), gender (X2 (2, N = 60) = 1.01, p = 0.61), years of 
education (F(2,57) = 1.59, p = 0.21), as well as cognitive ability as per scores on the ACE-III (F(2,57) = 0.24, 
p = 0.79). No differences in parental history of dementia (F(2,57) = 0.26, p = 0.78), maternal grandparents’ his-
tory of dementia (F(2,56) = 0.73, p = 0.49) or paternal grandparents’ history of dementia (F(2,55) = 0.54, p = 0.58) 
were observed. One participant was excluded in the analysis of maternal grandparents’ history of dementia, and 
two participants were excluded in the analysis of paternal grandparents’ history of dementia, because the infor-
mation was not known. Parental history, maternal grandparental history, and paternal grandparental history 
were calculated as a score between 0 and 2 (no parent with dementia = 0, one parent with dementia = 1, two 
parents with dementia = 2). A total family history score was also calculated and matched across groups (F(2, 
55) = 1.04, p = 0.36). This score comprised a sum of parental history score and both grandparental history scores, 
with affected parents given a weighting of 2 and grandparents given a weighting of 1, for a maximum score of 8. 
Demographic variables are presented in Table 1.

Cognitive assessment. The ACE-III was administered to screen for cognitive impairment41, since the aim 
of the current study was to assess the impact of APOE genotype independent of and prior to AD symptomology. 
The ACE-III is a relatively brief neuropsychological screening test consisting of attention, memory, language, flu-
ency and visuo-spatial ability tests. It has been widely adopted in clinical settings to detect cognitive impairment 
associated with AD and other forms of dementia. Only participants who scored in the normal range (i.e., greater 
than the 86/100 cut-off score) were included in the study.

subjective memory assessment. Subjective memory was evaluated to identify subtle changes in 
self-perceived memory ability. In prior work, subjective memory concerns have been identified in asymptomatic 
familial AD carriers, and co-occur with hippocampus-dependent memory decline47. The presence of subjective 
memory concerns is also related to abnormal changes in beta-amyloid and tau biomarkers in APOE4 carriers48–50, 
and is considered by some researchers to be the earliest symptomatic manifestation of AD51.

Here, subjective memory was assessed using the Everyday Memory Questionnaire (EMQ) consisting of 
18 questions relating to the perceived frequency of memory problems and forgetting in everyday situations52. 
Responses were given on a six point scale ranging from 0 = “not at all” to 5 = “more than once a day”, and the 
total EMQ score was calculated from 90 points (5 × 18), with higher scores indicating larger subjective memory 
concerns.

Apoliprotein e genotyping. APOE genotyping was performed by the Oxford Biobank, using Applied 
Bio-systems TaqMan® SNP Genotyping Assay, C_3084793_20 and C_904973_10 corresponding to APOE SNPs 
rs429358 and rs7412, respectively, and run with ABI 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR system. Diplotypes corre-
sponding to APOE E3/E3, APOE E3/E4 and APOE E4/E4 were then identified.

stimuli, tasks and procedure. 92 binaural audio-clips were retrieved from “http://www.freesounds.org/.” 
The clips were chosen to maintain considerable semantic relevance in order to increase the likelihood that an 

Genotype group E3/E3 E3/E4 E4/E4

N 20 20 20

Age 50.3 (48.09−52.51) 51.8 (49.59−54.01) 51.7 (49.49−53.91)

Total years of education 14.80 (13.45−16.15) 16.30 (14.95−17.65) 16.25 (14.90−17.60)

Gender (M/F) 13/7 14/6 11/9

Parental History (0, 1 or 2 parents) (/2) 0.25 (0.02−0.48) 0.35 (0.21−0.58) 0.35 (0.21−0.58)

Paternal Grandparent History (0, 1, or 2 grandparents) (/2) 0.10 (−0.07−0.27) 0.21 (0.03−0.39) 0.21 (0.03−0.39)

Maternal Grandparent History (0, 1, or 2 grandparents) (/2) 0.15 (−0.04−0.34) 0.25 (0.06−0.44) 0.32 (0.12−0.51)

Total family history* (/8) 0.75 (0.20−1.30) 1.21 (0.65−1.77) 1.26 (0.70−1.83)

ACE-III Score (/100) 94.55 (92.81−96.29) 95.05 (93.31−96.79) 94.20 (92.46−95.94)

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of final sample, by group. Group means are shown where applicable, 
with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses. No differences were found between groups on any demographic 
variable. Note: Family history was assessed based on the number of parents/grandparents (0, 1 or both) reported 
to have had clinical memory problems. *Total family history was calculated by summing number of parents/
grandparents reported to have had clinical memory problems, with affected parents given a weighting of 2, and 
affected grandparents given a weighting of 1 (maximum score is 8). The Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination 
version 3 (ACE-III) was administered to screen for cognitive impairment (Hsieh et al.41). Scores below 86 
indicate cognitive impairment.
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appropriate association could be formed and labelled in LTM. Semantic relevance was first evaluated based on 
subjective experience of the experimenter. At this first step, 104 audio-clips were selected by the experimenter, 
which had been used in a separate experiment. As a second step, in a separate pilot study, 12 audio-clips were 
eliminated which were judged to have “little to no semantic relevance” on a 5-step scale. Clips were cut to a length 
of 2500 ms, with a 100 ms rise and fall time, down-sampled to a standard sampling rate of 44100 Hz. All stimuli 
were presented through BOSE QuietComfort 25 over-ear noise cancelling headphones, at a listening volume of 
60 dB SPL on average across stimuli, with some sounds peaking at about 80 dB SPL. Acoustic stimuli and visual 
cues were presented using Presentation software (version 13, Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA).

The auditory target, which was embedded within the audio-clips, was a 500 Hz pure tone with 200 ms dura-
tion. A 200 ms high-pitched 2000 Hz catch tone was embedded within a minority of audio-clips. The target and 
catch tone had a 20 ms rise and fall time, were sampled at a 44100 Hz frequency, and were presented at a volume 
that was adjusted for each participant to allow 80% detectability.

Following audiometric screening, cognitive assessment, and subjective memory assessment, participants filled 
out a basic questionnaire to collect demographic characteristics including age, sex, years of education, and family 
history of memory impairment (Table 1). Next, they completed the main experimental task, which consisted of 
four parts.

 1. Determining individual signal-to-noise (SNR) thresholds. We used a two alternative forced choice 
procedure to estimate each participant’s threshold in detecting a pure tone target. On each trial, partici-
pants were presented with the same audio-clip twice (each audio-clip was 500 ms in duration) separated 
by a 500 ms silent interval. The audio-clip was selected from a set of four audio-clips (i.e., bird chirping, 
sandpaper, people murmuring, industrial machine). None of the audio-clips used to estimate participants’ 
thresholds were used in the subsequent phases of the study. A pure tone target (500 Hz, 500 ms in duration, 
50 ms rise/fall time) was embedded in one of the two audio-clip presentations. Participants were asked to 
indicate by pressing a button in which of the two audio-clip presentations the target was embedded. The 
79% threshold of detectability was estimated using a three-down one-up algorithm53. At the beginning of 
the test, the target intensity was set at 60 dB SPL and decreased by a factor of 5 after three correct responses 
using the Attenuation function in Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems). The intensity was increased by 
a factor of 5 after a mistake. The threshold was calculated by taking an average of the last 8 of 12 reversals54. 
The target intensity at the threshold level was then used in the subsequent phases of the experiment.

 2. Learning. A total of 92 audio-clips, presented binaurally for 2500 ms, were divided into target-present 
(memory cue) and target-absent (neutral cue) trials (46 each). In the memory trials, a pure tone target was 
paired with the audio-clip, presented in the left (23 trials) or right (23 trials) ear at random. In the neutral 
trials, no target was presented. Each participant was presented with the same 92 audio-clips over six 
learning blocks (552 trials in total) to promote a strong association between audio-clips and location of the 
target when present. In addition, to strengthen the target-audio-clip associations, trials for which partic-
ipants made an incorrect response were repeated immediately until a correct response was made within 
each block. The order of trials was random within each block, and trials for each condition were counter-
balanced across participants and groups.
Within memory trials, the target tone was played at each participant’s SNR threshold at 2000 ms after 
sound onset, and lasted for 200 ms. Participants were instructed to listen for the location of the target 
within each audio-clip, and pressed the left, right or down arrow key on a keyboard when the target was 
played from the left side, right side, or if no target was present, respectively. Participants were given 2000 
ms to respond following the offset of the audio-clip, and subsequently received visual feedback for 500 ms 
to indicate hit, incorrect response (i.e., responding ‘no target’ when a target was present, or responding to 
target at the incorrect location), or no response, followed by a 1000 ms interval before the onset of the next 
trial. Participants were asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible.

 3. Memory-guided attention. A one hour retention interval separated learning and the memory-guided 
attention test. During this time, participants filled in questionnaires (screening, ACE-III, EMQ) and com-
pleted a simple verbal memory task relevant to a separate study55. Following the retention interval, partic-
ipants completed 92 trials in which they had to detect the pure tone target within a binaural audio-clip (80 
trials) and withhold responses during a minority of catch trials (12 trials). The intensity of the pure tone 
target and catch tone was adjusted for each participant according to the 79% SNR threshold established at 
the beginning of the study40.
Figure 1 provides a trial overview. On each trial, the same audio-clip, selected from the learning phase, 
was presented twice. The first presentation (S1) served as a cue to orient attention and did not include the 
target nor the catch tone. The second presentation (S2) occurred 1000 ms after S1 offset and included the 
pure tone target or the catch tone. For memory trials, the target (46 memory target trials) or catch tone (6 
memory catch trials) was always presented at the previously learned location. For neutral trials, which did 
not include a pure tone target during the learning phase, a target (46 neutral target trials) or catch tone (6 
neutral catch trials) was presented to either the left or right ear at random. Participants were instructed to 
press the left or right keyboard arrow button as quickly and as accurately as possible when they heard the 
pure tone target, and withhold responses on catch trials. A 2500 ms time window was given for responses 
starting from the onset of the target, and 1000 ms preceded the onset of the next trial. The order of trials 
was random within each block, and trials for each condition were counterbalanced across participants and 
groups.
The target was inserted towards the end of S2 (jittered between 1900–2100 ms after the audio-clip 
onset, 50 ms steps, rectangular distribution). A lengthy exposure to cues was intended to increase the 
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informativeness of the memory cue and allow participants time to activate auditory memory for target 
location – context associations.

 4. Explicit memory. A cued recall task was administered immediately after the memory-guided attention 
task in order to determine whether participants formed explicit associations between audio-clips and 
target location. Participants were presented with all 92 audio-clips, but without targets. For each audio-clip, 
participants indicated with a key-press response whether the target had been presented to the left or right 
ear or whether no target had been present in the learning phase. Participants were allowed as much time 
as needed to make their response. Subsequently, confidence in each response was rated using a 4-step scale 
key-press response, coding “I don’t know” responses as 0, “not very confident” responses as 1, “fairly confi-
dent” responses as 2, and “very confident” responses as 3.

Experimental design and statistical analyses. The three APOE genotype groups were compared in 
a between-subjects design to identify differences in learning, explicit memory, memory-guided attention, and 
the relationship between explicit memory and memory-guided attention. Differences in explicit memory and 
memory-guided attention across groups were also analyzed across age.

Rate of auditory associative learning. A 3 × 6 mixed ANOVA was used to compare the rate of associative learn-
ing of audio-clip and target pairings across groups, with APOE4 genotype Group (E3/E3, E3/E4, E4/E4) as a 
between-subject variable, and Learning block (Block 1–6) as a within-subject variable. Response time (RT) and 
accuracy were input as dependent variables. RT was calculated from the time of target onset, and accuracy was 
calculated as a percentage of correct responses of all possible responses (incorrect plus too slow). Incorrect trials, 
trials where RT was faster than 100 ms or slower than 2500 ms (i.e., too slow to respond trials), as well as outliers 

Figure 1. On top, an overview of the three main experimental tasks is shown: six block learning task (purpose: 
to create target-context associations), memory-guided attention task (purpose: to examine whether memory 
formed in the learning task guides attention) and explicit memory task (purpose: to determine whether and 
for which audio-clips the target location was consciously accessible). Below is an overview of one trial for each 
experimental condition, for the learning task and memory-guided attention task. In the memory cue condition, 
participants learned the location of the target, located in left or right hemispace, and the target was then 
presented at the learned location in the memory-guided attention task. RT and accuracy to detect the target 
was compared to neutral cue condition trials, where participants did not learn the location of a target (i.e., no 
target-context association formed in the learning task), and the target was then presented at a novel location 
in the memory-guided attention task. Note: S1 and S2 in the memory-guided attention task represent the first 
and second repetition of the audio-clip, separated by a 1000 ms ISI. Only S2 contained an embedded pure tone 
target, 2000 ms after S2 onset.
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(RT > 2.5 SD from the block mean) were excluded from the RT analysis. A between-subjects ANOVA was then 
used to confirm that all Groups reached the same level of performance by the last learning block.

Explicit memory. Accuracy during the explicit memory test and confidence ratings were compared across 
groups using a mixed ANOVA with APOE genotype Group (E3/E3, E3/E4, E4/E4), Explicit memory (correct, 
incorrect), and Confidence in responses (1 = not very confidence, 2 = fairly confident, 3 = very confident) as 
factors. Any “I don’t know” (0) responses were combined with incorrect responses in this analysis. In each group, 
regression analyses were performed to assess the effect of Age on accuracy. Because the primary aim was to deter-
mine whether Group is a moderating variable in the relationship between age and explicit memory, a multiple 
regression was also performed with Age and Group as regressors and explicit memory accuracy as the dependent 
variable. The Age × Group interaction term represented the moderating effect (i.e., whether the effect of age 
changed across groups).

Memory-guided attention. A 2 × 3 mixed ANOVA was used to assess the effects of APOE genotype on 
memory-guided attention (RT and accuracy), with Memory cue (memory cue vs neutral cue trials) as a 
within-subject variable, and APOE genotype Group (E3/E3, E3/E4, E4/E4) as a between-subject variable. 
Performance on the last trial of the learning task was input as a covariate in the memory-guided attention anal-
ysis to control for any differences in initial acquisition. In addition to fast response trials (<100 ms) and outliers 
(RT > 2.5 SD from the mean), error and catch trials were also excluded from the main analysis.

Regressions were set up to identify the effect of age on memory-guided attention for each group. Because we 
wanted to determine whether group is a moderating variable in the relationship between age and memory-guided 
attention, a multiple regression was set up with Age and Group as regressors and memory-guided attention as 
the dependent variable. The latter was calculated as a normalized difference score in RT to detect the target 
within memory and neutral audio-clip cues (MNeutral − MMemory/MNeutral + MMemory). The Age × Group interaction 
term represented the moderating effect. It should be noted that we calculated normalized difference scores in 
RT as opposed to accuracy because we expected that the ability for memory representations to facilitate speed in 
younger non-carriers would be pronounced compared to accuracy gains56.

In addition, to examine the relationship between explicit memory and memory-guided attention, a regres-
sion coefficient was calculated for each group. Explicit memory accuracy was input as the regressor, and 
memory-guided attention was operationalized with the normalized RT difference score. To assess whether this 
relationship changed across groups, a linear regression was set up with Explicit memory and Group as regressors, 
and normalized RT difference score as the dependent variable. The interaction of Explicit memory and Group 
reflected changes in the relationship between explicit memory and memory-guided attention across groups. We 
confirmed that Explicit memory and Group were not collinear (Variance Inflation Factor = 1.01).

We performed two subsidiary analyses to confirm that the benefit for memory cue trials reflected a biasing of 
spatial attention rather than a general increased readiness to respond. In the first analysis, we assessed whether 
the memory-guided benefit remains on those trials where participants recalled the target location at the wrong 
hemispace (e.g., recalled left when the target had been learned on the right), that is, where explicit memory acted 
as an invalid cue. Within-subject pairwise contrasts were used to compare RT on explicitly remembered memory 
cue trials, neutral cue trials, and invalid memory cue trials. To note, only those participants that had a sufficient 
number of invalid cue trials (i.e., 8 or more memory cue trials that were incorrectly recalled) and valid memory 
cue trials (i.e., 8 or more memory cue trials that were correctly recalled) were included in this analysis. Eight trials 
from each condition were chosen as the cut off to allow enough power for statistical analysis while maintaining 
a sufficient sample size (N = 22). As a secondary confirmation that the data cannot be understood as a generic 
increase in attention, we performed a within-subjects ANOVA comparing ability to withhold responses to catch 
trials associated with a memory cue and neutral cue. If the effect was simply driven by a generic increase in read-
iness in memory cue trials, then performance on catch trials that had previously been associated with a target 
location would also be affected.

Subjective memory assessment. Total EMQ scores (/90) were compared across Groups with a between-subjects 
ANOVA. To determine the association between subjective memory concerns and explicit memory, a 
non-parametric Spearman correlation (rho) was calculated between explicit memory accuracy and EMQ scores 
for each group47. To determine the association between subjective memory concerns and confidence in explicit 
memory, rho was also calculated between EMQ scores and total confidence scores for each group. Total con-
fidence scores were quantified as the sum of confidence scores across all recall trials for each participant, with 
confidence scores for each trial being a number between 0 and 3.

Results
Rate of auditory associative learning. Participants became faster (F(5,285) = 10.63, p < 0.001) and 
more accurate (F(5,285) = 61.91, p < 0.001) in detecting targets over learning trials. Importantly, learning did 
not differ significantly across groups (Group × Trial (RT): F(10,285) = 0.38, p = 0.96, Group × Trial (Accuracy): 
F(10,285) = 0.82, p = 0.61) (Fig. 2). There was no main effect of group for RT (F(2,57) = 1.42, p = 0.25) or accu-
racy (F(2,57) = 0.22, p = 0.80) during learning, or for performance on the last learning trial (RT: F(2,57) = 1.44, 
p = 0.25, Accuracy: F(2,57) = 0.87, p = 0.43). Hence, any subsequent group differences in performance could not 
be accounted for by differences in acquisition of the association between audio-clip and target.
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Explicit memory. One hour recall was unaffected by genotype (F(2,57) = 0.33, p = 0.72). Participants’ confi-
dence in responses was associated with explicit memory correctness (Confidence × Correctness: F(2,56) = 84.30, 
p < 0.0001), but there were no differences in response confidence across genotypes (Group × Confidence: 
F(4,114) = 0.56, p = 0.69), and also no differences in the relationship between correctness and confidence in 
responses across genotypes (Group × Confidence × Correctness: F(4,114) = 0.69, p = 0.60).

Explicit memory declined significantly with age in E4/E4 carriers (F(1,19) = 7.60, p = 0.01, R = 0.55). However, 
this age effect was not observed in E3/E4 (F(1,19) = 0.98, p = 0.34, R = 0.28) and E3/E3 groups (F(1,19) = 0.92, 
p = 0.77, R = 0.07) (Fig. 3). The interaction of age and group was not significant (Age × Group: β = 0.51, p = 0.13).

Auditory memory-guided attention. There was a significant difference in memory-guided 
attention according to APOE genotype. Memory-based gains in response speed were largest in the E3/
E3 group (MNeutral-Memory = 55.69 ms), followed by the E3/E4 (MNeutral-Memory = 15.10 ms) and the E4/E4 
(MNeutral-Memory = 9.96 ms) group (Memory cue × Group: F(2,56) = 4.21, p = 0.02; Fig. 4a). To determine whether 
the magnitude of memory-guided RT gains followed a gene-dose trend, we calculated linear contrasts for the 
effect of genotype Group on normalized memory-guided RT scores (MNeutral − MMemory/MNeutral + MMemory). We 
found that the magnitude of memory-guided attention was inversely proportionate to the dose of E4 alleles (i.e., 
E3/E3 > E3/E4 > E4/E4; F(1,56) = 5.70, p = 0.02; Fig. 4b). Pairwise comparisons confirmed that the E3/E3 group 

Figure 2. Learning of target-context associations over trials was unaffected by APOE genotype. (a) Participants 
became faster to detect targets over learning trials (group mean response time as a function of learning 
block: F(5,285) = 10.63, p < 0.001), but this change did not differ significantly across groups (Group × Trial: 
F(10,285) = 0.38, p = 0.96). (b) Participants became more accurate to detect targets over learning trials (group 
mean accuracy as a function of learning block: F(5,285) = 61.91, p < 0.001), but this change did not differ 
significantly across groups (Group × Trial: F(10,285) = 0.82, p = 0.61). Data for target-present trials only are 
shown. Error bars represent SEM; N = 20 per group.
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was significantly better at taking advantage of memory cues compared with the E3/E4 group (p = 0.03) and the 
E4/E4 group (p = 0.03). However, the E3/E4 group did not take advantage of cues significantly better than the E4/
E4 group (p = 0.64).

We verified that there were no differences in variability in RTs for the two conditions across groups with an 
analysis of intra-individual standard deviation (ISD). The RT data used in the calculation of ISDs were cleaned 
beforehand to eliminate any responses faster than 100 ms and those outside 2.5 SD of the mean. We subsequently 
calculated ISD RT scores for each participant for both conditions separately across 1) all correct trials 2) the fast-
est 20% of those trials (fast ISD scores) 3) the slowest 20% of those trials (slow ISD scores). These scores were then 
transformed to T-scores to facilitate interpretation. We wanted to investigate both fast and slow ISD scores since 
high ISD scores reflect performance that is inconsistent across trials, whereas low ISD scores indicate consistent 
response performance. A mixed model ANOVA was used to assess the interaction of Group and Memory Cue 
on 1) all correct trial ISDs, 2) fast ISD scores and 3) slow ISD scores. Group did not interact with Memory cue to 
determine ISDs for any of the three ISD analyses. The lack of interaction for isolated fast ISD scores, in particular, 
confirmed that low-attention trials (slow ISDs) were not masking an effect.

Differences in accuracy were also observed as a function of APOE genotype. The benefits of the memory cue on 
accuracy were largest in the E3/E3 group (MMemory-Neutral = 8.00%), followed by the E3/E4 (MMemory-Neutral = 4.00%) 
and the E4/E4 (MMemory-Neutral = 2.9%) group (Memory cue × Group: F(2,56) = 6.00, p = 0.004; Fig. 4c). To 
determine whether the benefit of memory cue on accuracy followed a gene-dose trend, we calculated linear 
contrasts for the effect of genotype Group on normalized memory-guided accuracy scores (MMemory − MNeutral/
MMemory + MNeutral). As with the RT data, magnitude of memory-guided detection accuracy was inversely propor-
tionate to the number of E4 alleles (i.e., E3/E3 > E3/E4 > E4/E4; F(2,56) = 7.45, p = 0.007).

We found that participants were successful at withholding responses during catch trials (77.75% correctly 
withheld), despite their infrequency. There was a difference between groups in ability to withhold responses 
(F(2.57) = 4.80, p = 0.01), such that E4/E4 carriers incorrectly responded to catch trials (72.87% correctly with-
held) more often than did E3/E4 (80.41% correctly withheld) and E3/E3 groups (79.98% correctly withheld). 
Error trial RTs did not differ across groups when all three were included in the analysis (F(2.57) = 1.78, p = 0.18), 
though trends in group means revealed that E4/E4 carriers responded more quickly on incorrect trials than E3/
E4 and E3/E3 groups (Error trials RT: E4/E4 M = 506.41; E3/E4 M = 573.81; E3/E3 M = 569.03).

Memory-guided attention effects on RT (MNeutral − MMemory/MNeutral + MMemory) decreased with age in the 
E4/E4 group (F(1,19) = 6.31, p = 0.02, R = 0.52), but were not affected by age in E3/E4 (F(1,19) = 0, p = 0.97, 
R = 0.01) and E3/E3 (F(1,19) = 0.03, p = 0.82, R = 0.06) groups (Fig. 5). Group was a moderating variable in the 
relationship between age and memory-guided attention (Age × Group: β = 0.65, p = 0.05).

A relationship between explicit memory and memory-guided attention was present in the E3/E3 group 
(F(1,19) = 5.95, p = 0.03, R = 0.51), but the relationship was not significant in E3/E4 (F(1,19) = 2.67, p = 0.12, 
R = 0.37) or E4/E4 (F(1,19) = 1.20, p = 0.30, R = 0.25) groups (Fig. 6). This relationship did not differ significantly 
between groups (Explicit memory × Group: β = 0.18, p = 0.78). A subsidiary analysis was performed to ascer-
tain that the relationship between explicit memory and memory-guided attention remained significant in the 
E3/E3 group even after an outlying participant (Norm RT = 0.15, Mean recall = 78%) was excluded (see Fig. 6; 
F(1,18) = 4.64, p = 0.047, R = 0.47). In addition, when an outlying participant was excluded from the E4/E4 group 

Figure 3. Cognitive performance across age in each APOE genotype group. Explicit memory declined 
significantly with age in E4/E4 carriers (F(1,19) = 7.60, p = 0.01, R = 0.55), but was not associated with age in 
E3/E4 (F(1,19) = 0.98, p = 0.34, R = 0.28) and E3/E3 groups (F(1,19) = 0.92, p = 0.77, R = 0.07). N = 20 per 
group.
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Figure 4. APOE4 dose significantly impaired memory-guided attention, in terms of cue effects on (a) generic 
response time (RT) (Memory cue × Group: F(2,57) = 4.21, p = 0.02), (b) normalized difference scores in RT 
(Group: F(1,56) = 5.70, p = 0.02) and (c) accuracy to detect the target (Memory cue × Group: F(2,57) = 6.00, 
p = 0.004). Note that in Fig. 4b, normalized RT difference score = MNeutral − MMemory/MMemory + MNeutral. The 
normalized difference score provides an understanding of the RT differences between conditions while 
controlling for group differences in overall speed. Cue-based gains in RT and accuracy were largest in E3/E3 
genotype (MNeutral-Memory = 55.69 ms, MMemory-Neutral = 8.00%), compared to E3/E4 (MNeutral-Memory = 15.10 ms, 
MMemory-Neutral = 4.00%) and E4/E4 groups (MNeutral-Memory = 9.96 ms, MMemory-Neutral = 2.9%) which showed little to 
no memory-guided attention. Error bars represent SEM; N = 20 per group, 40 trials per condition.
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(Norm RT = −0.10, Mean recall = 43%) the correlation between recall and memory-guided attention was further 
reduced (F(1,19) = 0.03, p = 0.86, R = 0.04).

Two subsidiary analyses of the whole sample data confirmed that the benefit elicited by memory cue trials 
reflected a biasing of spatial attention rather than a generic increase in readiness to respond. First, we found 
that there was a significant slowing on our surrogate ‘invalid’ trials, where participants had recalled the target’s 
location at the wrong hemispace, compared to explicitly remembered memory cue trials (Explicitly remembered 
memory cue trials vs Invalid trials: F(1,21) = 4.90, p = 0.038; Invalid trials vs Neutral cue trials: F(1,21) = 0.83, 
p = 0.372). Second, we found that participants’ ability to withhold responses to catch trials did not differ in the 
memory and neutral cue condition (F(1,59) = 1.04, p = 0.311).

subjective memory assessment. No differences in EMQ scores were observed between genotype 
groups (F(2,57) = 1.30, p = 0.28). There was no association between EMQ scores and explicit memory (E3/E3: 

Figure 5. Cognitive performance across age in each APOE genotype group. Memory-guided gains in response 
time (RT) decreased with age in the E4/E4 group (F(1,19) = 6.31, p = 0.02, R = 0.52) but were not affected by age 
in E3/E4 (F(1,19) = 0, p = 0.97, R = 0.01) and E3/E3 (F(1,19) = 0.03, p = 0.82, R = 0.06) groups. Memory-guided 
gains in RT were calculated as a normalized difference score between RTs to detect targets preceded by neutral 
and informative memory cues (MNeutral − MMemory/MMemory + MNeutral). N = 20 per group.

Figure 6. A relationship between memory and memory-guided attention was present only in E3/E3 
group (F(1,19) = 5.95, p = 0.03, R = 0.51), but not in E3/E4 (F(1,19) = 2.67, p = 0.12, R = 0.37) and E4/E4 
(F(1,19) = 0.12, p = 0.30, R = 0.25) groups. N = 20 per group.
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rho = −0.24, p = 0.31; E3/E4: rho = 0.26, p = 0.27; E4/E4: rho = 0.26, p = 0.27), or between EMQ scores and con-
fidence in explicit memory (E3/E3: rho = 0.10, p = 0.67; E3/E4: rho = 0.03, p = 0.90; E4/E4: rho = −0.08, p = 0.73) 
in any of the groups.

Discussion
Using a novel auditory paradigm, we found that healthy, middle-aged APOE4 carriers showed reduced interaction 
between attention and memory for non-verbal environmental sounds compared with non-carriers. Primarily, we 
showed preserved learning and explicit memory in APOE4 carriers but impairment in memory-guided attention. 
Deficits in memory-guided attention were particularly striking given the age of our sample (40–61 years), the 
mean of which preceded the mean age of symptom onset in APOE4 carriers by over two decades42. Secondly, 
and of potential clinical importance, was the finding that memory-guided attention declined with age in only 
in APOE4 homozygotes, suggesting that the differences in cognitive performance may be disease-related rather 
than life-long.

Impaired memory-guided attention in APOE4 carriers was reflected in smaller gains in RT and accuracy 
to detect targets within informative contexts (memory cues) compared to uninformative contexts (neutral 
cues) (Fig. 4). In other words, APOE4 carriers had difficulty using informative contexts to facilitate attention. 
Moreover, mean RTs suggest that the magnitude of memory-guided attention was inversely proportional to 
APOE4 gene-dose (mean gains in memory-guided RTs: E3/E3 > E3/E4 > E4/E4). Direct comparisons between 
non-carriers and APOE4 heterozygotes as well as between APOE4 heterozygotes and APOE4 homozy-
gotes confirm that non-carriers were indeed better at using memory to aid attention (i.e., higher normalized 
memory-guided attention score). However, APOE4 heterozygotes were not significantly worse than APOE4 
homozygotes at using memory to aid attention (pairwise comparison statistical tests for gains in memory-guided 
RT: E3/E3 > E3/E4 = E4/E4). It may be the case that having one APOE4 allele significantly impairs performance, 
or that sample sizes were simply not large enough to capture the gene-dose trend.

Our findings suggest that assessing the interaction of attention and memory processes in at-risk individ-
uals reveals impairment that is not evident when assessing associative recollection memory alone. Given that 
memory-guided attention declined with age in APOE4 homozygotes who are at the greatest risk for AD but was 
not significant in the other two groups (Fig. 5), it appears that memory-guided attention impairment may reflect 
disease-related pathology that increases with age. The deficits observed here in memory-guided attention were 
much earlier than those documented in a prior contextual cueing study in which APOE4 carriers over 70 year of 
age showed impairments in visual target detection in repeated spatial arrays31. Moreover, contextual cueing par-
adigms do not specifically assess the effect of LTM on attention, because learning and memory-guided attention 
cannot be parsed14. Here, target-context associations were acquired during a learning task, which was separate 
from the memory-guided attention task.

Our findings can be understood in the context of existing neuroimaging evidence, which reveals that both the 
hippocampus, a memory hub, and the superior and posterior parietal cortex, a key attention structure, are suscep-
tible to accumulation of beta-amyloid which can begin up to 30 years before the onset of AD symptoms9–11,57. This 
process is accelerated by APOE4 genotype both in humans and animals56,58,59. A pattern of differential regional 
recruitment of superior parietal and hippocampal areas during attention and memory tasks can be seen as early 
as middle-age in APOE4 carriers31,56,60–62, and is often accompanied by decreased neural connectivity within 
and between these areas, suggesting impacts on memory/attention interactions63–65. Yet, in current practice, the 
majority of clinical AD assessments examine attention and memory in isolation. Our findings, together with 
the neuroimaging evidence discussed, suggest that probing memory-guided attention may be more effective at 
detecting early behavioural decline in AD.

We also found that APOE4 was associated with a reduced ability to withhold responses during catch trials, 
which may be related to inhibition of prepotent responses or a general failure to utilize context to aid accuracy. 
In either case, the catch trial findings support faulty top-down processing in APOE4. In the former case, contexts 
activated responses which APOE4 carriers could not inhibit. In the latter case, contexts were altogether ignored 
by APOE4 carriers. However, there were few catch trials and further investigation is needed for a conclusive 
interpretation. It should also be noted that when memory trials alone were analyzed, APOE4 carriers were not 
significantly slower than non-carriers, a finding that can be explained by an increase in baseline response speed 
in APOE4 carriers. That is, APOE4 carriers were generally speedier on neutral trials, and lacked inhibition, com-
pared to non-carriers. The normalized measure of memory-guided attention takes this change in baseline speed 
into account, and therefore reflects true impairment in memory-guided attention in APOE4 carriers (see Fig. 4b). 
It seems likely that there could be other factors driving increased response speeds for neutral trials and reduced 
inhibition in APOE4 (see Fig. 4a), for instance an influence of antagonistic pleiotropy66–69. However, regardless of 
group differences in general speed, the differences between RTs for memory and neutral trials (i.e., normalized RT 
gains) reveal a clear impairment of memory-guided attention amongst APOE4 carriers (see Fig. 4b).

The gene-related performance declines observed here occurred independent of and despite absence of subjec-
tive memory concerns. It has previously been shown that subjective memory complaints may co-occur with sub-
tle objective cognitive decline in individuals genetically at-risk for AD47,70. It is possible, therefore, that impaired 
memory-guided attention actually precedes both objective and subjective memory recollection deficits.

Though explicit memory did not differ significantly across APOE genotypes, we observed an effect of age on 
explicit memory in APOE4 homozygotes (Fig. 3). Just as with memory-guided attention, explicit memory perfor-
mance of APOE4 homozygotes declined with age while performance of APOE4 heterozygotes and non-carriers 
remained stable with age. In studies of healthy aging, memory-related changes in brain function can be detected 
in middle-age when memory is assessed using spatial context memory tasks that require participants to make 
associative connections between stimuli71,72. However, impairments in behavioural recall in APOE4 carriers are 
typically observed much later in life16–18. A plausible explanation for the observed age effect in the absence of a 
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general group effect is that APOE4 conveys a benefit in memory at younger ages and a deficit at older ages. This 
effect has been described by the antagonistic pleiotropy hypothesis66, which is supported in APOE4 by studies 
of episodic memory67 and visuospatial attention68,69. Moreover, neuroimaging reveals that older APOE4 carriers 
compensate for cognitive decline with additional neural activation in frontal, superior parietal and hippocampal 
areas, characteristic of the pattern of neural recruitment observed later in life56.

We also found a relationship between accessibility of memory cues (i.e., explicit memory for target-context 
associations) and memory-guided attention in non-carriers, which was absent in APOE4 heterozygotes and 
homozygotes (Fig. 6). This suggests that memory-guided attention in APOE4 carriers did not depend on the 
quality of the explicit memory trace, though a larger sample would be required to make a conclusive interpreta-
tion. Similar findings have been reported in one other study, which used informative visual scenes to cue attention 
in middle-aged APOE4 carriers73. The question arises whether APOE4 carriers rely on implicit memory to drive 
attention, compensating for effects of explicit memory. Since implicit memory was not directly measured in our 
study, it was not possible to answer this question.

There were important distinctions in the processing engaged by our participants compared to prior visual 
memory-guided attention work discussed. Our participants relied on activation of associations which were not 
as spatially sensitive (e.g., target at left ear in the cafe audio-clip) compared to the detailed contextual memory 
acquired in visual cueing tasks, where targets can appear anywhere within the visual scene. In contextual cueing 
tasks, context repetition facilitates visual search through reducing the number of distracters that must be pro-
cessed during search74. In our paradigm, auditory cues required participants to activate simpler target-audio-clip 
associations, which could be characterized as target-item associations rather than target-context associations. 
This is because audio-clips, in contrast to visual scenes, do not contain numerous spatially distributed subcompo-
nents, and are more likely to be processed as a unitary auditory object75.

Compared with the visual studies discussed here, the current auditory task appears particularly sensitive in 
detecting early cognitive changes. For example, Salvato et al.73 investigated an almost identical cohort (20 E3/E3, 
20 E3/E4, 20 E4/E4; age range 40–60 years) recruited from the same participant database in Oxford, and used a 
similar experimental design to ours, but with photographs rather than audio-clips as cues. Notably, Salvato et al.73 
failed to find any differences in memory-guided attention between APOE groups. It is possible that the difficulty 
in remembering a large set of audio-clip cues, compared to remembering a large set of visual scenes, contributed 
to the earlier decline in memory-guided attention34.

Moreover, though top-down visual and auditory attention are both sub-served by an attentional network 
centered in the parietal cortex76–78, there are notable modality differences within this network. In an endogenous 
attention task conducted by Smith et al.79 set up to examine modality differences, less than a third of the activated 
fronto-parietal network demonstrated modality-independent overlap. These differences are important because 
input to and from sensory regions is critical not only during preparation of attention, but also during activation 
of memory representations that are responsible for this preparation14,79. The visual cortex is affected in relatively 
later stages of AD, and shows little beta-amyloid accumulation in early stages. In contrast, numerous regions 
implicated in higher-order auditory processing, including inferior and mid-temporal gyri and temporoparietal 
gyri, are affected even in pre-clinical AD80,81. Listening in complex environments where participants must rely on 
working memory and LTM is impaired years before symptoms arise in some longitudinal studies36,37,81. This is the 
kind of processing employed by participants in the current study; LTM cues are used to facilitate perception of a 
difficult-to-detect target.

A significant advantage of the current study was the inclusion of three separate APOE4 gene-dose groups. 
Many prior studies have simply compared APOE4 carriers (homozygotes plus heterozygotes) with non-carriers, 
which can hide true cognitive impairment82,83. Though our study revealed an intriguing association between age 
and memory-guided attention in APOE4 homozygotes, it is important to note that the data were cross-sectional 
and the age range in the sample was relatively small. Future studies should examine memory-guided attention 
longitudinally in APOE4 carriers, as well as its relationship to AD biomarkers such as beta-amyloid accumu-
lation, to ascertain the influence of pathology. Differences in neural substrates of memory-guided attention in 
APOE4 carriers could be examined using fMRI, to determine whether there is a decoupling of attentional and 
memory circuits83.

In conclusion, APOE4 genotype exerts influence on memory-guided attention in asymptomatic middle-aged 
individuals. Ability to use auditory LTM to guide target detection is impaired by APOE4, while initial learning 
and LTM recall are intact.

Data Availability
The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study are available from the corresponding 
author on reasonable request.
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